Temporally constrained respiratory gating improves continuously moving table MRI during free breathing.
To evaluate a novel breathing motion correction algorithm for continuously moving table magnetic resonance imaging (CMT-MRI) that optimizes motion consistency in a fixed time span. In 22 patients CMT-MRI was performed during free breathing. During a preparatory phase (constant) or continuously during the scan (adaptive) gating thresholds were computed from breathing states that should allow for motion consistent k-space sampling. After data from a first k-space traversal was acquired irrespective of breathing motion, subsequently k-space lines with discordant breathing states were reacquired below the gating threshold. Time constraints of CMT-MRI were respected, because a fixed time was allocated for reacquisition. Image quality and lesion depiction were evaluated on images reconstructed from the first traversal and motion-corrected images. Compared to constant thresholds, gating with adaptive thresholds led to a higher number of reacquired k-space lines (60.1%/41.7%) and a larger fraction of motion consistent final k-space lines (96.6%/78.8%). Adaptive gating induced a significant increase in image quality for all regions affected by breathing motion. Only one of 22 lesions was not depicted on the adaptively corrected images, whereas 15 were readily appreciable. Temporally constrained respiratory gating with adaptive thresholds allows for fully sampled, motion-corrected CMT-MRI acquisitions during free breathing.